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Abstract: As intelligent systems demand for human–automation interaction increases, the need
for learners’ cognitive traits adaptation in adaptive educational hypermedia systems (AEHS) has
dramatically increased. AEHS utilize learners’ cognitive processes to attain fair human–automation
interaction for their adaptive processes. However, obtaining accurate cognitive trait for the AEHS
adaptation process has been a challenge due to the fact that it is difficult to determine what extent
such traits can comprehend system functionalities. Hence, this study has explored correlation among
learners’ pupil size dilation, learners’ reading time and endogenous blinking rate when using AEHS
so as to enable cognitive load estimation in support of AEHS adaptive process. An eye-tracking
sensor was used and the study found correlation among learners’ pupil size dilation, reading time
and learners’ endogenous blinking rate. Thus, the results show that endogenous blinking rate, pupil
size and reading time are not only AEHS reliable parameters for cognitive load measurement but can
also support human–automation interaction at large.
Keywords: cognitive load measurement; adaptive navigation support; human–automation interaction; e-learning multimedia content specification; adaptive hypermedia systems; eye tracking
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1. Introduction
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Evolvement of human automation has paid profound effect on the development
of intelligent systems that support adaptive learning. The transformation of intelligent
systems development from control-based to open learning adaptive systems has resulted
from inevitable demand for the interaction between human and automation [1]. Even
though for decades human–automation interaction had been found to be effective and
productive drive for the software systems development, less effort has been taken to
explore to what extent human ability can comprehend such systems functionalities so as to
attain fair functional tasks distribution between human and automation [2]. In adaptive
educational hypermedia systems (AEHS), such function allocation is more complex as
AEHS rely on learner’s cognitive traits to attain fair task distribution through adaptive
process. Thus, learners’ cognitive traits play a crucial role in sustaining human–automation
interaction in AEHS. However, obtaining accurate cognitive trait that can determine to
what extent human ability can effectively comprehend system functionalities through
adaptation process is still an open research question. In order to capture accurate cognitive
trait that can support effective adaptation, AEHS rely on learners’ cognitive processes
such as attention, motivation etc. [3]. Hence, few recent research studies have aggressively
started to take cognitive computing approach towards such cognitive processes [3–6], so as
to enable AEHS adaptation process to attain productive human–automation interaction.
In our previous studies [3,5], we carefully investigated the possibility of enrolling such
cognitive processes into e-learning platforms and proposed an adaptive algorithm that can
support AEHS adaptive decision-making process [6]. Therefore, as an extension of such
studies [3,5,6], in this study correlation among learner’s endogenous blinking rate, pupil
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size dilation and reading time when using AEHS has been explored so as to enable cognitive
load estimation in support of AEHS adaptive process as an extension of the previously
proposed bioinformatics-based approach [6]. This study result has found correlation
between cognitive load and learners’ endogenous blinking rate; hence, AEHS adaptive
process algorithm has been updated. Thus, the proposed algorithm supports cognitive
load estimation and also enhances adaptive process comprehension on addressing such
AEHS system functionalities that support human–automation interaction.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: The study background information and related works will be stated in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The proposed
approach will be stated in Section 4. The evaluation of the proposed approach will be
presented in Section 5 and it will be discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 will conclude
this study with a view for future work.
2. Background Information
As stated earlier, attention and motivation are cognitive processes under this study
consideration. During the learning process learners’ intrinsic motivation states vary. When
learners experience difficult learning (work overload) their attention levels reflect motivation states [3,5]. Hence, alteration of such cognitive processes can not only be utilized to
support AEHS adaptation process [5,6], but also influence their learning efficacy [7].
As previously stated, alteration of learners’ cognitive states do influence their learning
efficacy. Hence, some recent studies have been exploring possibilities of using mobile
sensors to measure cognitive load [3,5,7], so as to be able to predict learner’s performance [7]
and suitable adjustment for multimedia content personalization [4,6] on real-time basis.
EEG [7,8] and eye-tracking [4,9] sensors have commonly been used for cognitive load
measurements [3] and identification of the learner’s area of interest (AOI) on multimedia
content [4,6]. Eye tracking sensors have been found to be suitable as they can easily be
embedded into systems and are more resilient to noise environment [6,10,11]. Commonly
known parameters for cognitive load measurement in Eye-tracking are pupil size dilation
and endogenous blinking rate [9,10]. Real-time cognitive load estimation in multimedia
environment is very crucial as self-rating measurements which has been widely used by
many tutoring systems cannot capture learners’ cognitive processes alternation [10]. Hence,
the need for real-time cognitive load estimation in AEHS is inevitable [6,10–12].
An attempt to use eye tracking technology for exploration of various patterns information processing and cognitive load estimations started over a decade ago [12,13]. However,
the focus was not on AEHS multimedia learning environment [10,13] due to dynamic
nature of AEHS multimedia learning content [6,10,14]. As soon as the challenge evolved,
researchers started investigating ways to address the challenge including multimedia
content representation [15], identification of learner’s attention [16], visual area of interest
(AOI), as well as the technology that can support e-learning platforms [17,18].
Thus, as most of the eye tracking parameters have been found to be reliable indicators [19–22] for estimation and prediction purposes of intelligent systems, this study is
focusing on investigating suitable eye-tracking parameters to support real-time cognitive
load estimation in AEHS. In addition, as an extension of our previous study [6], further
exploration is presented in this study to investigate possibility of adapting endogenous
blinking rate and real-time cognitive load estimation into AEHS adaptative process.
3. Related Works
As stated earlier, few recent studies have focused on utilization of eye-tracking sensors
to support adaptive learning. Scheiter et al. [4] proposed adaptive learning approach
that uses eye-tracking to detect learners’ emotions. As many other eye-tracking studies,
their approach focuses on identification of area of interest (AOI) using Euclidean distance
proximity. Hence, it focuses more on AOI parameters such as gaze transitions and fixation
paths. The approach is also targeting personalization of multimedia content. However,
their approach is not meant for dynamic multimedia learning content personalization and
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cannot be applied to rea-time adaptation. Kruger and Doherty [12] proposed a multimodal
methodology for cognitive load measurement that includes psychometric, eye tracking
and electroencephalography. It is a very comprehensive approach as it cover wide range of
parameters, and this study complies with its Instantaneous load construct that includes
blinking rate parameter. However, most of its proposed constructs rely on offline learning
environment [12] and it does not focus on real-time estimation. Desjarlais [14] has widely
explored eye-gaze measures that have been used in many multimedia research studies. The
study provides good interpretation of the eye-tracking parameters in defining learner’s
attention levels during the learning process, but does not focus on real-time cognitive load
estimation. Jung and Perez [19,20] also proposed a mobile eye-tracking approach that relies
on AOI to identify learners’ visual attention and interactions in dynamic environments. It
paves the way for the feasibility of mobile eye-tracking sensors to support dynamic multimedia content personalization. However, it does not focus on real-time adaptation. Wang,
Tsai and Tsai [21] explored relationship between learners’ visual behavior and learning
outcome, the study used eye-tracking and it included pre- and post-test experiments. The
study found that learners paid more visual attention to the video than the text on dynamic
pages, while the opposite tendency was observed when learners were working on static
page. The study proposed that total fixation duration parameter is the best indicator for performance prediction. This study complies with their observation, but argues against the use
of single parameter as key indicator for prediction purpose. In addition, the approach does
not focus on real-time cognitive load estimation for AEHS. Mwambe et al. [6] proposed
real-time adaptive learning navigation support approach that utilizes eye-tracking sensor
to detect learners’ attention levels and triggers the AEHS adaptive process. As stated earlier,
the approach focuses on learners’ attention levels and motivation; hence, learners’ pupil
size parameters have been taken into consideration. The proposed algorithm supports the
AEHS adaptive navigation process with respect to learners’ cognitive state alterations (as
shown in Figure 1). The algorithm operates based on two conditions: c1 (reading time: RdT
(seconds)) and c2 (relative pupil size dilation: PsD), whereby, if the defined conditions are
met, then navigation support is initiated. Adjustment of learning objects (LOs) is handled
by adaptive navigation process using time-locked hidden link navigation supports that
operate with respect to the sequential alteration triggered by the learner’s motivation states.
Once the adaptive navigation process is complete, then AEHS LMS (learning management
system) is updated (as shown in Figure 1).
As stated in Section 1, effectiveness of human–automation interaction in intelligent
software systems highly depends on to what extent humans can comprehend system functionalities. Determination of efficient adaptive features for AEHS adaptation rely on cognitive traits used by AEHS adaptive process. Thus, the previously proposed bioinformaticsbased approach for AI framework [6] is also bound to the limitation of having few cognitive
traits for prediction of learners’ attention levels and cognitive load estimation. Therefore, in
this study, further exploration is presented to enroll an additional parameter (endogenous
blinking rate) for the AEHS adaptive process to support cognitive load estimation.
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The proposed algorithm (as shown in Figure 2) initiates an adjustment of multimedia
learning content through the navigation process. The adaptive navigation process can
only be processed after carefully examining learner’s cognitive states. The learner’s cognitive state is analyzed based on the proposed parameters (three described conditions),
including the learner’s blinking rate. Once the cognitive state (cognitive load) alteration
(difficult learning) has been detected, AEHS initiates the adaptive navigation process to
support learning object adjustment and, in turn, it supports the learning process. The
combination of all three parameters, including the additional proposed parameter (c3), is
expected not only to support cognitive load estimation, but also to enhance the adaptive
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Unlike Experiment 1, which was designed to imitate normal e-learning content using
normal navigation supports for content adaptation including various navigation links
such as hypertext, index pages and non-contextual links [23,24], Experiment 2 was designed using a newly proposed [6] bioinformatics-based navigation support that uses
bioinformatics with information hiding, sorting and adaptive annotation techniques to
impose content level, presentation level, learner level, link and path levels adaptation [25];
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Experiment
Reading time (LRdT) vs. LPsD: Less LRdT with higher LPsD increment was observed
when learners were going through Experiment 2, while more time with less LPsD was
observed in Experiment 1, as shown in Figure 5.
Reading Time (LRdT) vs. BRT: Learners spent more time (9.87 s, Figure 6) going
through the learning content in Experiment 1, while it took learners less time (7.88 s,
Figure 6) to finish exploring the content in Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, the learners
spent less LRdT, with a lower blinking rate and higher accuracy, as shown in Figure 6 below.
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blinking rate than Experiment 1.
Learner’s pupil size dilation (LPsD): On average, higher relative pupil size LPsD
(20.89) was observed when learners were going through Experiment 2 (NePKAS), compared
to Experiment 1 (18.75), as shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 8. Average reading time vs. blinking rate on right eye.
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served when learners were performing Experiment 2. This is shown in Figure 9 below.
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Experiment
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resultsvs.also
show
that the
overall
learners’time
test(9.87
accuracy
was
higher when
learners
1were
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less LRdT (7.88
s) during
Experiment
2. Hence,
less reading
time ininExperiment
2
Experiment
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Experiment
1. In addition,
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observedofthan
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in LRdT,
was also
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as shown
in Figures
7 and 9,2.respectively.
served when
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This is shown in Figure 9 below.
Individual differences: There was less individual difference observed as most of
individual data complied with the tendency observed in the averaged data.
The results also show that the overall learners’ test accuracy was higher when learners
were performing Experiment 2 than Experiment 1. In addition, an increase in performance
(percentage of accurate answers during the test), with a decrease in LRdT, was also observed
when learners were performing Experiment 2. This is shown in Figure 9 below.
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Being able to indicate learners’ cognition and attention levels, the study results also
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Table 1. Comparison of Blinking rate (BRT) and Learner’s pupil size dilation (LPsD).
Experiment 2

Experiment 1

NePKAS

AePKAS

BRT

LPsD

BRT

LPsD

Subject 1

0–2

18–20

0–7

15–18

Subject 2

0–1

14–16

0–5

12–14

Subject 3

0–1

23–26

0–2

14–16

Subject 4

0–1

23–25

2–6

18–20

Subject 5

0–1.5

19–22

1–3

18–21

Subject 6

0–2

24–27

0–2

20–21

Subject 7

0–2.4

19–21

1–3.5

16–18

Subject 8

0–2

20–24

0–2

18–20

Subject 9

0–2.3

19–26

1–6.2

20–22

Subject 10

0–2

18–20

0–4.1

15–16

Subject 11

0–1.2

15–18

0.5–3.8

12–17

Subject 12

0.3–2

18–20

0–2

16–19.7

Subject 13

0–1.8

18–21

0–6

17.2–19

Subject 14

0–2

17–19.5

0.5–5.7

15–19.6

Subject 15

0–1

22.8–25

0–4.4

18.7–20

Subject 16

0–1.3

19.4–21.8

0.3–2.3

18.4–20.9

Subject 17

0–2.2

24.9–28.4

0–1

21–24.4

Subject 18

0–2.25

15.2–17.9

1.3–3.6

14.5–16.5

Subject 19

0–2

14.8–18

0–6.3

14–15

Subject 20

0–2.4

18–20.5

0–5.3

16–19.6

High Cognition

Low Cognition

Table 2. Comparison of proposed version and previous algorithm.
Algorithm Parameters

Reading Time (LRdT-Sec)

Cognition (LPsD)

BRT

Performance (%)

LRdT, LPsD [6]

8.15

20.57

−

77.7

LRdT, LPsD &BRT

7.88

20.56

0–7

77.25

Compared with the previously proposed algorithm [6], the cognitive load measurement approach proposed in this study uses additional parameters (including learners’
blinking rate, learners’ pupil size dilation and reading time) to estimate learners’ cognitive
load, as shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2 shows very similar outputs from the two algorithms, except the additional
parameter included in the newly proposed version of algorithm. With respect to the observations made on the presented results summarized in Table 1, it is very difficult to provide
clear differences between the two experiments (as shown in Table 1) using a single bioinformatics parameter (LPsD). However, with the addition of BRT, it is easier to differentiate
these experiments’ results. This was observed despite that LRdT and LPsD played a great
role in the prediction of the learners’ attention levels and performances [6]. Therefore,
the study results show the necessity of the newly proposed parameter in cognitive load
estimation. Hence, the study finds the proposed version of the algorithm stronger than the
previous one, as it includes the additional bioinformatics parameter, as shown in Table 2.
This is interpreted as a demand for additional bioinformatics parameters to support the
AEHS real-time cognitive load estimation [26].
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Therefore, the study suggests that endogenous blinking rate (BRT), LPsD and reading
time (LRdT) are, together, reliable parameters to support cognitive load estimation and can
also determine what extent AEHS adaptive process can support AEHS human–automation
interaction. In addition, the study complies with previous studies in their demand for
further investigation on additional bioinformatics parameters in order to support real-time
cognitive load estimation [4,6,26] and the need for a better e-learning platform that can
deliver learning content in consideration of these cognitive traits [3–6,25,27,28].
7. Conclusions
In this study, a real-time cognitive load estimation approach was proposed to support
the adaptive process of adaptive educational hypermedia systems (AEHS). The study
also demonstrated the application of newly proposed approach in AEHS. The proposed
algorithm uses learners’ pupil size dilation (LPsD), endogenous blinking rate (BRT) and
reading time (LRdT) to estimate cognitive load. The study results suggest that the BRT,
LPsD and LRdT are not only reliable parameters for real-time cognitive load estimation, but
can also enhance AEHS adaptive process comprehension in order to determine the extent
to which learners can comprehend the AEHS e-learning multimedia content specification.
Endogenous BRT, LPsD and LRdT were found to be reliable determinants for real-time
cognitive load measurement. However, further investigation is nevertheless recommended
in order to find additional bioinformatics parameters for real-time cognitive load estimation. We also recommend further research and development in e-learning multimedia
content adaptation and real-time cognitive load estimation, in order to enable AEHS to
correspond to learners’ metacognitive learning styles on a real-time basis. A head-stabilized
desktop mounted eye-tracker was used in this study, which compelled the tested subjects
to maintain a still position; thus, a more user friendly, wearable mobile eye-tracker is also
recommended In future experiments.
Better acknowledgement of the usefulness of metacognitive experiences, prior knowledge levels and cognitive processes’ alterations regarding learner’s attention levels prediction
and real-time cognitive load estimation would also be useful in future experiments. Hence,
we are looking forward to developing a comprehensive AEHS conceptual model/framework
for e-learning platforms that can assist dynamic multimedia content personalization.
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